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We want to contribute to stable economic, 
social and environmental conditions for 
present and future generations.
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This means taking responsibility for the impact of our business, 

mitigating this impact by reducing our footprint, and contributing to 

long-term solutions that are aligned with our core values.

By engaging responsibly with our people and our environment, and 

doing business in a way that is both forward-thinking and caring, we 

contribute to sustainable development. Ultimately, we want to do our 

part to make the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) a reality, 

and we believe that this focus will make our company more successful, 

not only today, but for many years to come.

In 2022, we primarily focused our efforts on the topics of greenhouse gas and sustainable packaging, as 

these are our business activities that have the biggest impact on the environment. We developed our new 

global climate action strategy focused on carbon reduction in line with science-based targets and 

operationalized our sustainable packaging program based on the initial pilot.

At Delivery Hero, we highly value our workers and recognize the importance of upholding human rights. Therefore, 

we focus our efforts on areas where we can have the most impact, including ensuring the health and safety of our 

riders and promoting diversity, inclusion, and respect for human rights. 

Our Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) team is responsible for strengthening our ethical principles 

and compliant behavior and addressing uncertainties faced by the organization.

Delivery Hero has committed to setting 

science-based climate targets which 

will be published on the SBTi website 

upon validation. As prescribed by the 

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol, we 

consider emissions within three 

different scopes.

Riders are the core of our business and it 

is our responsibility to provide them with 

safe and equitable working conditions 

across all regions. Always delivering an 

amazing experience is a vision we can 

only achieve with the help of our rider 

communities around the world.

At Delivery Hero, diversity and inclusion are deeply ingrained in our company culture and values. Together, 

they fuel creativity and contribute to a sustainable, thriving business. It is individual experiences, unique 

mindsets, and new ways of looking at a challenge that drives innovation and creativity.

New D&I advisory 

board (DAB) members 

appointed in 2022

female representation 

in Supervisory Board

women in DH’s central 

Tech & Product team

We are committed to promoting and encouraging human rights to be respected by our third parties, 

adhering to the core values defined in our Code of Conduct. 

We are compliant with international standard privacy 

frameworks (NIST, NYMITY, SDM, UK ICO requirements).

Non-Financial Report for the Group 2022, limited 

assurance conducted by KPMG.

MSCI A

CDP B

GRI Core, SASB, TCFD Delivery Hero Sustainability website

Delivery Hero Diversity & Inclusion website

Delivery Hero’s UN Global Compact profile

In the financial year 2022, for the first time an annual 

bonus (STI, Short Term Incentive) for the Management 

Board has been defined based exclusively on the 

achievement of Environmental, Social and Governance 

(ESG) targets. Please read our 2022 Compensation Report 

for further information.

New Human Rights Policy published in 2023

We support our people and the rider community to conduct 

their activities safely.

Out of all our global markets that were part of the DH Group at 

the end of 2021, 100% had been trained to use the rider safety 

data collection tool in 2022, and 98% reported on rider safety 

data for 2022.

In 2022, we continued to work on our Fair Pay Initiative, a project 

focused on comparing rider pay data to external parameters 

such as the minimum wage and living wage across the regions 

in which we operate.

Delivery and food processing

Sales

Product development

Administration

Business support

Marketing

Rider safety data

Rider Fair Pay

*Data deviates from assured 2022 non-financial report, as 
estimated figures were updated to reflect actual data.

At Delivery Hero, we want to contribute to sustainable 

solutions. Our approach in 2022 was to offer our restaurant 

partners alternatives to conventional packaging.

units of sustainable packaging were 

sold to our restaurant partners

globally by the end of 2022

riders across the world at the end of

2022 worked for us via a freelance

model, third party providers or

being directly employed

Scope 1 emissions (tCO2e)

Scope 2 emissions (tCO2e)

Scope 3 emissions (tCO2e)

Total Carbon Footprint (tCO2e)

51,118

33.3% 24%

total number of employees
*Average number of employees 

by functional area 2022

*As of July 2023

COC

Documented business practices in Delivery Hero’s global Code of Conduct.

Internal and external anonymous whistleblower platform.

Launch of global Third Party Code of Conduct to promote responsible 

business practices along the value chain.

https://sciencebasedtargets.org/companies-taking-action#dashboard
https://www.deliveryhero.com/newsroom/appointment-members-diversity-inclusion-board/
https://www.deliveryhero.com/newsroom/appointment-members-diversity-inclusion-board/
https://ir.deliveryhero.com/non-financial-report-for-the-group/
https://www.deliveryhero.com/sustainability/
https://www.deliveryhero.com/diversity-inclusion/
https://unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/participants/151719-Delivery-Hero-SE
https://ir.deliveryhero.com/media/document/c99ce80a-22ea-4b99-8d0d-4da2ca5a584a/assets/DeliveryHero_Compensation_Report_2022_EN.pdf
https://www.deliveryhero.com/sustainability/human-rights/#:~:text=We%20focus%20on%20living%20wage,of%20Delivery%20Hero%20Group's%20activities.&text=We%20are%20committed%20to%20consciously,those%20along%20our%20supply%20chains
https://ir-api.eqs.com/media/document/290f2f24-b5d8-4713-ab5c-8d99e376e37a/assets/220715_DeliveryHero_Code_of_Conduct_2022_EN.pdf?disposition=inline
https://www.bkms-system.net/bkwebanon/report/clientInfo?cin=4dh8&c=-1&language=eng
https://www.deliveryhero.com/supplier-code-of-conduct/

